Volume 1: Numbers 1-4 (1965) bound volume
1:1 Collection Corner, Voyageur's Cups; Chinook Jargon; Tecumseh's Fusil; The Fur Trade of Minnesota 1856.
1:2 The Ft Pierre-Ft Laramie Trail; A Rifle from Ft Union; Scouts Tour Museum.
1:3 Chadron Area Map; The Oglala Sioux Sun Dance; Jacob Dickert-Pennsylvania Gunsmith; Captain Mayne Reid; Collection Corner; A Canadian Hunter's Winter Outfit.
1:4 Kit Carson Gun; Weighing the Goods; The Fur Trade Lore of Manly Hardy.

Volume 2: Numbers 1-4 (1966) bound volume
2:1 James Bordeaux.
2:2 Ft Klock, Mohawk Trading Post; Collector's Corner-The "Buffalo Head;" A Green River Knife and Sheath from the Southern Plains; Trading on the Missouri and Upper Mississippi in 1831.
2:3 Government Purchases of Treaty Goods; The Indian Garden Project; The Fur Trade and the Emerging Geography of North America (Part I).
2:4 Two Relics of the Wounded Knee Massacre; Collection Corner-Canadian Pipe Tomahawk; The Mountain Man's Saddle; The Fur Trade and the Emerging Geography of North America (Part II).

Volume 3: Numbers 1-4 (1967) bound volume
3:1 Western Nebraska in 1867; Kit Carson Gun (sequel); Russian Traders in Alaska; Chief's Rifle-1812; Collection Corner-Arrowheads.
3:2 Dedication of the Bordeaux Post Historic Marker; Robe and Fur Presses; Weights, Measures and Money in 1800; Collectors Corner-What Is a Beaver Trap?
3:3 The St Louis Shot Tower; Some Interpretive Notes on the Fur Trade in Its Declining Years; Collection Corner-Turlington's Balsam Bottles.
3:4 The Deadly Arrow; Henry Deringer's "Guns for Indians;" Collection Corner-American Bowie Knife

Volume 4: Numbers 1-4 (1968) bound volume
4:1 Trade Notes and Tokens.
4:2 Rosebud Historical Conference; John Halgarth: Western Trapper; Presents for the Six Nations; Collection Corner-Trader's Medal.
4:3 The Post-War Indian Gun Trade; Collection Corner-Seneca Gun Lock of 1660.
4:4 A Mail Shirt of the Fur Trade Period; The Wooden Powder Keg; Kit Carson.

Volume 5: Numbers 1-4 (1969) bound volume
5:1/2 The Transverse Pan Trap; The Fall of Michilimackinac; Collection Corner-Escopeta; J.B. Moncravie; Stinking Bear's Bonnet.
5:3 The Battle of Crow Butte; A Cree Bow with Sinew Backing; Gun Worms; A Trader's License.
5:4 Fremont's Trappers; Cards at the Rendezvous; A Breastplate of Dragons; Notes on Canadian Powder Horns.

Volume 6: Numbers 1-4 (1970) bound volume
6:1 The Hand Dag; "A Succinct Narrative of Cpt Beering's Travels into Siberia."
6:2 The Fancy Fur Trade; A Buck for a Dollar; Ginseng in the Fur Trade; Collection Corner-Vintage Buffalo Guns or the Garden Variety?
6:3 The Mexican Traders; Kutenai Tea; Elkhorn Scraper Bits.
6:4 John Kinzie and His Gun; Lead Bars from the St Louis Shot Tower; The Eskimo Trade Ninety Years Ago.

Volume 7: Numbers 1-4 (1971) bound volume
7:1 Upper Missouri Miscellany; Maple Sugar in the Fur Trade; Instructions for Hiring Voyageurs; Collection Corner-Bowl Making Adze.
7:2 Indian Awls; Indian Trade Documents; Collection Corner-Leman Indian Rifle.
7:3 A Paper of Vermilion; The Dutch Fur Trade; Trade Goods for the Susquehannock.
7:4 Trade Fire Steels; Sefroy Iott; Charles Parker's Britannia on the Steamboat Bertrand.
Volume 8: Numbers 1-4 (1972) bound volume
8:1 Castoreum; Butcher Knives as Historical Sources; Trade Goods in Oto Indian Costumes.
8:2 The Bull Boat of the Plains Indians and the Fur Trade.
8:3 A Unique Trade Object from the Northwest; Bear's Oil in the Fur Trade; The "C. H & S" Northwest Gun.
8:4 The American Sable, or Pine Marten; Upper Missouri Arrow Points; An Early Trade Item from an Indian Grave.

Volume 9: Numbers 1-4 (1973) bound volume
9:1 Iron Tobacco Boxes; The Furs We Wear Source Material 1877; The Plum Pit Game.
9:2 Buckskin Rendezvous on Bordeaux Creek; Noted Blanket Manufacturer Visits Museum; Northwest Gun Locks; More on the St Louis Shot Tower.
9:3 Notes on French Medals; The Abalone Shell as a Trade Item.
9:4 Aparejos and Arrieros; A Nineteenth Century Crescent Blade Pipe Tomahawk Files from the Steamboat Bertrand.

Volume 10: Numbers 1-4 (1974) bound volume
10:1/2 Notes on Two Paiute Burials and Associated Artifacts.
10:3 Some Unusual Powder Kegs from the Steamer Bertrand; The Spanish Axe; The Beaver.
10:4 The Youle Shot Tower; The Trader's Cassette; Kit Carson's Saddle.

Volume 11: Numbers 1-4 (1975) bound volume
11:1 Notes on the Fur Trade of Greenland; Oglala Hair Pipe Breastplates.
11:2 Arming the Trader and His Clerks; The Crooked Knife; Massachusetts Views of Trade to the Northwest Coast.
11:3 David Armit-Hudson's Bay Trader; The Mountain Man's Outfit; Collection Corner-A Sioux Knife and Whetstone.
11:4 The Pit Saw; Box Elder Sugar; Ft Pierre in 1854; The "Hide Hunter's Scale."

Volume 12: Numbers 1-4 (1976) bound volume
12:1 First Steamboat to Ft Union; Lancets on the Frontier; The Point Blanket.
12:2 The Chadron Creek Trading Post: Identifying the Man; General Map, Identifying the Site, Louis B Chartran, and The Story of the Trading Post.
12:3 Chocolate in the Fur Trade; The Nutria and the Beaver Hat; Collection Corner-A Trade Gun from the Yellowstone.
12:4 The Swanskin; New Light on the Origin of Indian Silver Headstalls; Trade Rifle Chargers.

Volume 13: Numbers 1-4 (1977) bound volume
13:1 Pioneer Profile; The Beaded Glengarry; A Unique Southern Rifle.
13:2 New Trading Post Memorial Near Chadron; The Greatest Years of Hide Hunting.
13:3 Treaty Presents at Fort Laramie-1867; Trade Goods in Colonial New England; Collection Corner-The Buffalo Knife.
13:4 The Kennett Hawken Rifle.

Volume 14: Numbers 1-4 (1978) bound volume
14:1 A Pre-Civil War Catlinite Pipe and Associated Material from Southeastern Wyoming; The Espada Ancha.
14:2 The Square-Jawed Beaver Trap; Collection Corner-The Stock Lock; A Gallery of Acculturation.
14:3 Marks on I. Wilson Knives; Lead in the Fur Trade.
14:4 Mike Fink and the Keelboat Men; Indian Slaves for Spanish Horses; John Nigel George's Collection of Gun Flints; A Dutch Fur Trade Cannon.

Volume 15: Numbers 1-4 (1979) bound volume
15:1 The Spanish Cross Stirrup; St Louis in 1809 and 1829; Axes and Tomahawks.
15:2 Notes on Point Blankets in the Military Service; Some Observations on Nineteenth Century Canadian Clothing; German Silver.
15:3 Antoine Robidoux's Note saved for Posterity; Henry Deringer and the Indian Trade; The French Fiddle.
15:4 The Bee Hunter; Burning Glasses; Collection Corner-The Water Gourd; List of the London Gunmakers for 1845 and Schedule of Shot.
Volume 16: Numbers 1-4 (1980) bound volume
16:1 James Bridger et al. Boat Builders: The Skin Canoes of the Great Plains and Rockies; Some Notes on Tents in the Western Fur Trade; The Ohio Indian Trade.
16:2 Our 25th Anniversary; The Portage Collar; Thomas W Burney: A Virginia Trader and Blacksmith in the Ohio Valley; Collection Corner-Fremont Prize Rifle?
16:3 Joseph Bissonnette's Last Trading Post; "A Paper of Flints;" Notes on the Physical Appearance of American Point Blankets for Plains Indians in the 1860s; Collection Corner-Belgian Trade Rifle.
16:4 The Russian Palma; Trade on the Western Plains of Canada; Collection Corner-Beauvais Rifle; Fish Hooks.

Volume 17: Numbers 1-4 (1981) bound volume
17:1 William Rotton, Nebraska Gunmaker; Commercial Powder Horns; Turlington and Peppermint.
17:2 Plains Indian Hair Plates; Collection Corner-The "Kentucky" Pistol; Hudson's Bay "Country Goods."
17:3 The Metis and Production of Embroidery in the Subarctic; Brass Cocks for Liquor Kegs; Collection Corner-The Samovar in Alaska.
17:4 Paint Pigments in the Fur Trade; The Pad Saddle; A Note on the Accounts of James Lakenan and Jacob Hawken with the Superintendent of Indian Affairs, Missouri Territory 1820-1821; Collection Corner-Fire Steels.

Volume 18: Numbers 1-4 (1982) bound volume
18:1/2 Trade Goods in Some L.A. Huffman Photographs; Victor Collot's Journey: An Eighteenth Century Description of the Fur Trade in N American; The Deringer Belt Pistol; Brass Tacks.
18:3 Cigarettes in the West; Southern Fur Trade Scissors; Old-Style Drop Front Trousers.
18:4 Indian Trade Rings; Life at Bent's Fort; Metal Tinkler Cones: A Popular Trade Item from the Great Lakes to the Far Southwest; Collection Corner-Deringer's Armstrong Pistol.

Volume 19: Numbers 1-4 (1983) bound volume
19:1 Trade Earrings-An Overview; Hudson's Bay Company Rations; Tennessee Shooting Match; Collection Corner-Missouri Shot Bag.
19:2 Etienne Provost and the Hawken Rifle; Trunks for Indians; Aguardiente from the Rio Grande.
19:3 Red River and Other Carts; News from Council Bluffs-1845.
19:4 Fighting the Smallpox Epidemic of 1837-38:The Response of the American Fur Company Traders; The Guinea Medals of the Northwest Company; Tyron's Fancy Northwest Guns of the 1850s; Guitars for the Mountains.

20:1 The Trapper's Last Shot; Fighting the Smallpox Epidemic of 1837-38:The Response of the American Fur Company Traders (Conclusion); Early English Trade Knives; Collection Corner-1650 Dutch Trade Gun; Hudson's Bay Hand Dags; Sage Observations.
20:2 Tea and Tea Chests; Swords in the Western Fur Trade; Sage Observations; Shawnee Costume 1788.
20:3 British Hardware for the Trade; Minahaska's and the Plains Warriors; Canvas Tipis.
20:4 Henry E Leman-Riflemaker; The Pigeon Egg Bead; Pennsylvania Trade Goods 1683-1685.

Volume 21: Numbers 1-4 (1985) bound volume
21:1 Those Board of Ordnance Indian Guns-Again!
21:2 Pawnee Camp Equipage; A Letter by John W Williamson; An English Pattern Patchbox from Fort Union; The American Fur Company Source Material; Buffalo Tongues in the Fur Trade.
21:3 Old Ft Garry and the Red River Trade; "Those Board of Ordnance Guns-Again!," The Indian Department in Canada; Trade Combs.
21:4 Campbell Wampum; The Greenland Trade; A Brief History with Special Emphasis on Trade Guns; Collection Corner-Some Canadian Trade Horns.

Volume 22: Numbers 1-4 (1986) bound volume
22:1 The Southern Trade, A Slightly Different Story; Red Cloud's Mission to Crazy Horse, 1877; Collection Corner - T. Albright Rifle.
22:2 Silverwork for the US Office of Indian Trade; Cotas de Mallas and the Western Tribes; How Old is Machine Sewing?; Collection Corner-Deringer Percussion Rifle
22:3 More British Hardware; Collection Corner-A Lead Bar from the Hanna-White Cabin; The Legacy of "Edward Warren."
22:4 Trade Mirrors; Not-So-Old Rifles; The Wolfers.
23:1 Beaver to Buffalo Robes: Transition in the Fur Trade; The Scalping Knife; An American Fur Company Voyageur's Contract.
23:2 The Cartouche Knife; Beaver to Buffalo Robes: Transition in the Fur Trade; The Extra Ramrod.
23:3 Butcher Knives; The Packhorse Trade Across the Appalachian Frontier; The Appalachian Packsaddle.
23:4 The Packhorse Trade Across the Appalachian Frontier (Conclusion); Pens and Pencils in the Fur Trade; Collectors Corner-Mystery Gun.

24:1 Fur Trade Oil Cloths; An 18th Century Horseshoe from an Early Trade Site; Spanish Silver for Indians; Collection Corner-Spanish Pistol.
24:2 Tobacco in the Fur Trade; An Appraisal of Birchbark Canoes in the 20th Century; Collection Corner-Early English Trade Rifle.
24:3 Printed Calicos for Indians; An Additional Comment on the Use of Oil Cloth; Collection Corner-Brass-Mounted French Trade Gun.
24:4 Flemish Knives in the Fur Trade; Some Additional Notes on Trade Blankets; An Oglala Sioux Winter Count.

Volume 25: Numbers 1-4 (1989) single issues
25:1 Clay Pipes in the Fur Trade; Collection Corner-English Trade Rifle by Sharpe; W.D. Stewarts' Altowan.
25:2 The Long Hunters of New York; Building a Dugout Canoe; Thread in the Fur Trade; Collection Corner-Indian Remington Revolver.
25:3 Trade and Terror on the Sandusky in 1790; Osborn Russell's Literary Agent; Collection Corner-A "Presumed" Indian Rifle of 1863; A Ute Bow and Arrow Outfit.
25:4 Pound Beads; Voyageurs on the Columbia, 1841; Early French Kettles; An American Fur Company Bale Seal; Collection Corner-A Northwest Company Fusil of the 1820s.

Volume 26: Numbers 1-4 (1990) single issues
26:1 The Traders' Dress; Quill Flatteners; Mexican Mustang Liniment; Collection Corner-Belgian Northwest Gun; Addendum to "Early French Kettles."
26:2 An Early Adventure in Alaska; Perry Davis' Vegetable Pain Killer; Voices from the Past; Collection Corner-British Indian Pistol.
26:3 The Trade Blanket in New France; Southwestern Frontiersmen's Clothing; Collection Corner-Hudson's Bay Company Officer's Pistols.
26:4 John Duncan's Comments on Canada 1818-1819; Searching for (Young) Old Jim; "Some Secret Preparation," More on Perry Davis' Pain Killer; Collection Corner-Southern Rifle Accessories.

Volume 27: Numbers 1-4 (1991) one double issue and two single issues
27:1/2 Frederick Laboue and His River; Attractions of the Upper White River Valley; The Hazard Powder Company.
27:3 Some Thoughts on Footwear; The Canadian Capot (Capote).
27:4 James Bordeaux, Chapter 2; More About Tobacco Boxes; Pick and Brush Outfits; Collection Corner-H.B.C. Fine Gun.

Volume 28: Numbers 1-4 (1992) one double issue and two single issues
28:1 Sheet Iron Kettles; Food Products of the North American Indians; American Fur Company Cannons from West Point Foundry
28:2/3 John Christian Hawken: Fur Trapper and Rifle Maker; Some More Bits of Greenland History; Trade Goods in Connecticut 1638
28:4 Lois M Morey; Look Before You Leap; The Hudson's Bay Company in the 1840s; Needles in the Fur Trade

Volume 29: Numbers 1-4 (1993) single issues
29:1 The Missouri River Mackinaw Boat; A Brief Story of Matches; Collection Corner-North West Company Officer's Pistol.
29:2 Cheyenne Outbreak Firearms; The Death of Mark Head.
29:3 Holland Coffee; Fur Trader on the Red River; Collection Corner-Buck and Ball Molds for Indians; Outfitting the Mountain Man; Colonel Crockett's Account of Shooting for Beef.
29:4 Green River Knives Up-Date; More Fur Trade Medals; A Most Unusual Northwest Gun.
Volume 30: Numbers 1-4 (1994) one double issue and two single issues
30:1/2 Henry Deringer's Pistol for the Choctaw Light Horse; The Keelboat; The Western Expedition of the Dragoons in 1834; Some Notes on the Old Canadian Fur Trade.
30:3 Ketland & Co; Red Cloud Agency Traders; Axes by Miles Standish.
30:4 A Matter of Philosophy; Buffalo Robes for Boston, 1818; Win Wood, Ohio Gunsmith; Steel Knives of the Kutchin Indians; Ketland & Co, second chapter.

Volume 31: Numbers 1-4 (1995) single issues
31:1 Alexander Culbertson's Grave: In Nebraska!; "The Red River Hunters;" Corduroy, A Fabric of the Fur Trade; Collection Corner-Snider Carbine; Axes from Fort Pierre; The Long Story of Vermilion in the Fur Trade.
31:2 Life Among the Blackfeet; The Missouri River Fur Trade; Collection Corner-Last of the Flintlock Trade Guns; Notes on Trade Goods in the Northwest.
31:3 The Spanish Peaks; First Indian Deed to William Penn in 1682; A View of the Oregon Territory in 1840; William H Ashley; John W Carroll's Celebrated "Lone Jack."
31:4 Jean Baptiste Pratte; Fur Traders' Letters; First American Northwest Trade Gun, Part I.

Volume 32: Numbers 1-4 (1996) single issues
32:1 Collection Corner-"By Colonel Henry Atkinson;" The First American Northwest Trade Gun, Part II; Things in California: Hair Gathering for Riatis.
32:2 Chiefs Coats Supplied by the American Fur Company; An Indian Department Marked Issue Blanket; The Mohonk Lodge; American Trade Goods.
32:3 Revered Explorer Has Roots in Bainbridge; In Regard to the Travels of "Where He Was Seen;" Voyage on the Mississippi; Some Interesting Facts on the Jedediah Smith Estate.
32:4 Thomas Pownall, Champion of the Five Nations; The Fur Trade and the Steamboat on the Great Lakes; British-Iroquois Relations in the 18th Century; The Final Settlement of the Jedediah Smith Estate.

Volume 33: Numbers 1-4 (1997) single issues
33:1 Military Canteens of the Fur Trade Period; Rare Pine Ridge Photos
33:2 Identifying Open Kettles of Brass and Copper; More on Canteen Manufacturing
33:3 A Letter to David Adams; Point Blankets; Collection Corner-Army Surplus Knives for NW Coast Daggers
33:4 The Matchcoat; French Marmites; British "Indian Fusees;" Collection Corner-the Last Type of French Trade Gun

Volume 34: Number 1-4 (1998) single issues
34:1 The Eagle Has Fallen: A Tribute to Charles E. Hanson, Jr.
34:2 The Amazing Journal of David Adams (hardback).
34:3 The Myth of the Wasted Meat; Source Material: Button Making.

Volume 35: Number 1-4 (1999) single issues
35:1 Artifacts of the Ice Hunters; Seals and Seal-Hunting in the North Atlantic.
35:2/3 The Jewel Box on Bordeaux Creek, The Museum of the Fur Trade Story (40 pps. all color).
35:4 Thoughts on the Mountain Man and the Fur Trade; John Sorby and His Blades; Bone Hairpipes.

Volume 36: Number 1-4 (2000) single issues
36:1 The Myth of the Silk Hat and the End of the Rendezvous, How Can You Tell if it's Beaver or Silk?
36:2 The Dress of the Early Voyageurs 1650-1715 by Francis Back.
36:3 A Letter from William Ashley, A Spontoon Tomahawk from the Upper Missouri, More on John Sorby, Cloth Tipi Covers.
36:4 The Oglala Dakota and the Establishment of Ft. Laramie by Kingsley Bray.

Volume 37: Number 1-4 (2001) single issues
37:2 Last Years of the Missouri Fur Company: The Correspondence of Angus William McDonald.
37:3 Fire Steels; The Fall of Fort McKenzie, A Jukes Coulson & Co. Hand Dag.
37:4 Hampton Swaine’s HBC Bead Samples, Covered Copper Kettles, Source Material: HBC Rations.
Volume 38: Number 1-4 (2002) single issues
38:1 The Unicorn and the Narwhal; Issac Veal, Trapmaker; The Oldest American Trap; A Hudson’s Bay Co. Beaver Trap of the Mountain Man Era; The American Fur Company Monogram; A Rare Swedish Fur Trade Artifact.
38:2 How the Indians Tanned Buckskin; Massachusetts Powder Works-American Powder Company Source Material; An Interesting Percussion Cap Magazine.
38:3 Playing cards in the Fur Trade (all color issue).
38:4 Checkers or Draughts in the Fur Trade; Packing Up, Part One: Incoming Freight; Arming the Trader: Hand Grenades; The Ancestor of the Northwest Gun.

Volume 39: Number 1-4 (2003) single issues
39:2 Percussion Fur Trade Guns; The Mystery Solved.
39:3 Lead Seals of the Russian-American Company.
39:4 Toussaint Charbonneau’s Kitchen, Looking Glasses with Drawers, How the Lewis Air Gun Worked, English Cutlery Box Labels of the Mountain Man Era.

Volume 40: Number 1-4 (2004) single issues
40:1 A Day at the Hat-Factory.
40:2 A Typology of Fur Trade Hoes; Indian Trade Bracelets; Some Interesting Cutlery; Source Material: Hunt and Stuart Cross the Continent.
40:3 Bad Medicine: Medical Knowledge and Practice of the Upper Missouri Fur Trade.
40:4 Winter Trader’s Dress in Eighteenth Century Hudson’s Bay.

Volume 41: Number 1-4 (2005) single issues
41:2 Ruxton and His Rifle, Historical Archaeology on the 18th-century Connecticut Frontier: The Ways and Means of Captain Ephraim Sprague.
41:3 Toward a Chronology of British Government Chiefs’ Guns, William Craig, Mountain Man & Homesteader.

Volume 42: Number 1-4 (2006) single issues
42:1 Wayne Edgar Steerman and His Gift of a Lifetime Collection, Reflections from the Ebb Tide of the Fur Trade.
42:3/4 The Mountain Men exhibit catalog.

Volume 43: Number 1-4 (2007) one double issue and two single issues
43:1 Finger Weaving versus Loom Weaving; Ceran St. Vrain’s Pistols.
43:2 A Note on Roller Buckles; Rocky Mountain Merchandise for the 1834-5 Rendezvous; A Hudson’s Bay Company Cannon Marked “EB;” Beads for the Shoshones; Some War Clubs from Fort Hall, Idaho; Plains Indian Arrowmakers’ “EM” Tools.

Volume 44: Number 1-4 (2008) single issues
44:1 An Umbrella from the Western Sioux; Some Notes on India Rubber or Gum Elastic; What the Indians Wanted and What They Didn’t Want-1843; I. Wilson Knife Markings in 1831; Northern Athabaskan Blacksmithing.
44:2 Lists; Reckitt’s Blue, A 19th Century Plains Trade Dagger.
44:3 Hunting, Trapping and Fowling in 18th Century Connecticut.
Volume 45: Number 1-4 (2009) two double issues
45:1-2 The Voyageur’s Exhibit Catalog.
45:3-4 The History of Crow Butte.

Volume 46: Number 1-4 (2010) single issues
46:1 Hudson’s Bay Company Branding Irons; Red River Bullet Mould; A Rare I & H Sorby Lance from Central Wyoming.
46:2 Phoenix Buttons; BAB; Early Combination Firesteel-Turnscrews; French Arrowheads; Hudson’s Bay Company Powder Cans; Two Ute Warriors.
46:3 “I Will Pay You Well For It”: One Trader’s Deposition; An Early New England Pouch and Tool Kit.
46:4 Hudson’s Bay Company Fine Guns: The Last Quality English Flintlocks; Marks of Distinction; A Note on the Demise of the Plug Bayonet; A Secondary Martial Indian Rifle; An Unusual Dag Knife. Italian Hand “Dags” in the American Fur Trade?

Volume 47: Number 1-4 (2011) single issues
47:1 An Interesting Reference to the Upper Missouri Smallpox Epidemic, Ink Erasers for Arrowpoints, Yet Another Account of the Battle of Crow Butte, Regarding the Age of the Oldest HBC Tokens, Some Interesting Marked Axes.
47:2 Optics.
47:3 Circassian Tobacco; Cats! Their lives & Lore on the Missouri; Garway’s Coffee House; How Ashley Traveled; An Interesting Note about an Oglala Sioux Band Name.
47:4 Collins Axes; A Wild Pell-Mell Ride with the People Who Reinvented Buffalo Hunting.

Volume 48: Number 1-4 (2012) single issues
48:1 The Indian, the Fur Trade, and the War of 1812.
48:2 The Dog Cariole of the Northwest by Tim W. Worth
48:3 The Pirogue by John W. Fisher
48:4 A Potpourri of Museum Stuffology. Pocket Knives with Firesteel, Turnscrew, and Picker; A Siberian Cossack Dagger; The Tea Brick; The Halberd Tomahawk; Matches for the Rendezvous; A Gift for a Great Hero (Young Man Afraid of His Horses earrings); Recycling: A Serpent Coil Ring; and A Trade Item from John Gray’s Columbia Voyages; and Recycling: A Hard Way to Get Hard Wood (Northwest Coast pipe).

Volume 49: Number 1-4 (2013) single issues
49:1 The Lakotas and the Buffalo Robe Trade: The Season of 1838–39 by Kingsley Bray
49:2 The Pirogue: Source Material from the Time of Lewis and Clark; Shipping Vermilion from Canton, 1858; Tools for Working Bar; Marbles; The Cost of Beaver Hats; Alligators; Matching Photograph and Artifact (man’s robe with beaded strip made by Martha Two Bulls, about 1905).
49:3 Feasts How Much Did They Eat?; Grains, Corn as Emergency Ration; Bread, Ship’s Biscuit and Hard Tack the Pub at Fort William; Fruits; Sweeteners, Honey as a Trade Item; How Much Tea Can You Drink?: Fur Trade Cocktails; How Early are Canned Goods; Pretty Bottled Porter, Indeed!; Horticulture, Superkale; Russian Animals for the Aleuts; Medial Kits for the Medicine Men; Castile Soap; Cigars; Fur Trade Measurement Terms-Maccaron, Brasse, Made Beaver.
49:4 The Return of the Nonexistent Panther; Not Always Furs-Quills for Pens; Brass Wire; H. Papin; An early Recipe for Beaver Bait

Volume 50: Number 1/2 and 3/4 (2014) two double issues
50:1/2 Beyond Reach of Empire: 1848 Fort Selkirk by Lew Johnson. (128 pages)
50:3/4 Marginal Men: Lesser Lights of the Fur Trade in the American West, 1800-1865. (80 pages)

Volume 51: Number 1–4 (2015)